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creation
collection
the

of a

window blind fabric

we carefully select colour

palettes that will sit beautifully with
home furnishings, fabrics and furniture that you’re likely to choose for your
home, which helps to make the process easy & enjoyable

we travel the world attending key trade fairs

& exhibitions, visit
the very best weavers, the most impressive designers and
keep up to date with influential websites and blogs to identify the
strongest trends that we think you’ll love for years to come

the exciting

part is when the research & ideas come together & we
can begin to create inspirational concepts for your home

ideas

we turn

trends
when

come

together

pulling together inspirational

images and finding beautiful
fabrics helps us to design and source
exciting fabric for the new collection

into

reality...

we hope you love

browsing the collection as

much as we love putting it together

belize
leaf

belize
A sheer fabric with a gorgeous

sheer

fine texture, a Belize blind makes
a beautiful addition to a room.

Be stylish with one of the biggest new trends in

Intermingled yarns and a mixture

interior design. ‘Sheer’ allows light in, perfect for

of tones adds real dimension to

making the most of a room’s space, illuminating the

the fabric. Fashionable rich colours
such as Leaf, Paprika and Bronze

details of an interior design scheme and allowing a

make this a fabric to look out for!

little privacy. Stunning tones such as Golden Green
and Cobalt Blue are right on trend too.

sheers

dreamy

add a designer look with sophisticated

sheers and fashionable fine open linens

sheer
delight!

open linen
A heavy sheer fabric that incorporates trendy
textures and contemporary colours. Open Linen’s
palette of nine gorgeous colours consists of five
neutrals along with trendy tones Pistachio, Grape,
Elderberry and Duckegg.

also look out for...
phoenix | flutter | voile | blossom | bali | vines

botanica
Botanica combines iridescent silver yarns, luxe texture and
a fashionable abstract leaf design to create a real ‘wow’
fabric. Enjoy the way the fabric takes on a whole new look
as it catches the light at the window.

collina
antique gold
collina
This look is all about opulence. Delicate

luxurious

lustre

floral embroidery, beautiful lustrous
yarns and stunning rich colours such
as Antique Gold and Champagne Fizz
makes Collina a real must-have fabric.

radiate glamour, elegance & sophistication

with subtle shimmers & moorish

metallics

marrakesh
Moroccan inspired geometric
trellis designs are a hot trend
in the world of interior design.
Marrakesh combines this, a
fashionable flock texture and
metallic lustre to create a
stunning, statement look.

also look out for...
mineral | maine | marrakesh | baroque | regency stripe | shot silk | taffeta | vision sorrento | vision verona | vision venice

dazzling

metallics

senses

pharaoh

stimulate your

Pharaoh embraces the ethnic trend, so
popular in interior design, with its heavy
horizontal weave. The thick multi-coloured
yarns add depth of colour and interest to the

chenille

aesthetics of the fabric.

Inspire warmth and comfort

trendy

textures

with this soft furnishings
classic. Chenille’s tactile
nature along with it’s
gorgeous palette of six chic
muted colours makes it a
clear choice for your home.

layer tactile, textured fabrics to add contrast,
interest & understated

chenille

duckegg

style to a room

oslo
A truly sophisticated fabric with a subtle, stylish
lustre. Oslo has a translucent quality and lightly
textured appearance thanks to its fashionable tonal
weave. The carefully selected palette of six colours
includes modern, neutral shades, not only that,
but Oslo is available up to 3m in width - perfect for
those with extra wide windows.

also look out for...
banbury | boucle | maine | papillon | montana | kendo | strata | topaz | belize

feathered friends
Feathered Friends combines a textured
linen cloth with modern motifs to create a
contemporary country look. The fashionable
muted colours suit the heritage look perfectly.

contemporary

country

trendy textures

& tones are brought
together to create a modern country look

modern

motifs

country garden
This popular border print has been given a new
lease of life with an extra bright, fresh colour-way
inspired by a garden in spring time. Bring the
outside in with this cheerful design.

also look out for...
linen | open linen | rose | flutter | carnival | papillon | chatsworth | chenille | banbury | dahlia

bloom
Bloom combines not only a
fashionable watercolour floral
design, but also offers the option
of either a bright or muted colourway, along with the added bonus
of a wipe clean PVC finish - perfect
for kitchen and bathrooms.
fine bouquet

blooming
beautiful

experiment with bright colours
& beautiful bold floral prints

liberty
azalea

floral
fancies

liberty
Make a statement with this stunning large
scale watercolour floral design, perfect
for lovers of bright colours and those who
want to be right on trend.

also look out for...
ditsy | pom pom | tudor | country garden | taffeta | rose

maisy
Maisy Rainbow brings together the fashionable
botanical theme, a painted watercolour technique
and fun, cheerful colours to create a fabric that
really brightens up any room in the home.

&patterns

prints

create a feature with a designer pattern...
florals, botanicals, spots, stripes & skylines

playwith
patterns
ditsy
watermelon
ditsy
A playful small scale ditsy floral
print that is designed to be mixed
with various colours from our plain

havana

Carnival collection. Add a little
personality to your home!

This bold, horizontal stripe will create a definite
statement in the home. New colour-way ‘blues’ has
been added to the collection and is a modern twist
on the classic red, white and blue look.

also look out for...
ditsy | confetti | autumn | cityscape | liberty | feathered friends | flutter | vines | botanica

beep beep
A popular children’s theme with a modern
twist. Beep Beep incorporates buses,
balloons, cars and diggers to name but a
few, along with a trendy take on primary
colours. The blackout finish makes it perfect
for a good night’s sleep too!

g-raff
jungle fever

especially

for your

little
ones
have fun
playful
with these cool,

colour me

happy

prints & patterns

g-raff
fairytale

A cool, modern border print inspired by the fashionable jungle
theme. G-raff uses contemporary bright colours and geometric
designs to really make a statement. Its effective blackout finish

Friendly fairies, flowers, stars and pretty polka

makes it ideal for babies, children’s and play rooms - or even

dots, what more could a little girl wish for?

just for the child in you!

Grown ups will be happy too with the added
benefit of a blackout finish!

also look out for...
carnival | nocturne | havana | cityscape | confetti | ditsy

ecru

ivory

china white

caramel

papaya

birch

hessian

taupe

luna

cream

praline

paloma

buttercup

truffle

pewter

ochre

mink

raven

sunset

clay

pacific

chelsea red

grape

scuba

maraschino

purple

misty blue

claret

mulberry

lily

navy

heather

willow

denim

blossom

kiwi

sky

peony

ivy

coral
Add a pinch of coral to your room
with a blind that is cheerful and
vibrant. Coral works perfectly as an
accent to a neutral colour scheme, or
try teaming it with teals and duckeggs
for a look that is right on trend.

carnival
spirit
a hand-picked palette of

forty eight

&match

mix

gorgeous colours to choose from

ochre
Ochre is a fashionable bright tone that works as

powder blue

fuchsia

lime

an accent colour for neutrals like greys, minks
and papaya beautifully. Use Ochre to introduce
some warmth into your home and be reminded of

cornflower

bon bon

chartreuse

royal

coral

spring green

Mediterranean sunshine and perfect autumnal days.

carnival scuba

&

ditsy citrus

Mix and match modern prints Ditsy and Confetti
with blocks of plain Carnival colours. Here, cool
Scuba blue has been paired with bright and fresh
Ditsy Citrus for a contemporary look.

if you have been inspired by any of these fabrics

& trends, then head to our website or speak to
your local retailer to find out more
www.louvolite.com
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